"My Autistic Son Was Falsely Accused Of Rape - Aged 12"

Friday 2nd October 2015

Kay shares the heartbreaking story of how her family was "destroyed" by false accusations of rape levelled at her autistic son aged 12.

17-year-old Jay Cheshire took his own life following incorrect allegations that he had sexually assaulted someone. Nick was discussing the issue when Kay phoned in.

She broke down as she relived the ordeal her family went through when a young female friend of her son's accused him of "barricading" her in a bedroom and raping her at gunpoint.

Kay told Nick: "My son was kept in a police station. He had various tests done on his private parts. I was arrested because it happened when I was in the house.

In tears, Kay told LBC that just five weeks later, the devastating accusation was dropped - and the incredible reason behind the young woman's claims was revealed.

Listen to the powerful call above.
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